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ABSTRACT
In this paper the Damerau-Levenshtein string di erence metric is generalized in two ways to more accurately
compensate for the types of errors that are present in the script recognition domain. First, the basic dynamic
programming method for computing such a measure is extended to allow for merges, splits and two-letter substitutions. Second, edit operations are re ned into categories according to the e ect they have on the visual
\appearance" of words. A set of recognizer-independent constraints is developed to re ect the severity of the
information lost due to each operation. These constraints are solved to assign speci c costs to the operations.
Experimental results on 2,335 corrupted strings and a lexicon of 21,299 words show higher correcting rates than
with the original form.

Keywords: string distance, string matching, spelling error correction, word recognition and correction, text
editing, script recognition and post-processing

1 INTRODUCTION
Since the goal of text recognition devices is to accurately transcribe input text, their word recognition modules
commonly need to look up their output interpretation string(s) in a pre-speci ed list of words (lexicon) for
validation. Very often, however, there are errors in the interpretation string due to a multitude of factors such
as poor input quality, insucient training, etc. The characteristics of di erent applications impose di erent
constraints on the design of error-correctors. For instance, in an interactive pen-based application, one could
simply allow the user to write over an error. Alternatively, a search technique can be used to determine the
lexicon-entry which has the maximum likelihood of being the \true" value of the given string. We can think of
the search technique as an error-correcting post-processor.
In general, the task of (isolated-word) error correction involves three steps:(1) error detection, generation
of candidate corrections, and ranking of candidates. These steps are commonly combined into a single one
by computing a similarity measure between the input string and each word in the lexicon. The DamerauLevenshtein(2, 3) metric is such a measure; it computes the distance between two strings as measured by the
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minimum-cost sequence of \edit operations" | namely, deletions, insertions, and substitutions | needed to
change the rst string into the second. In this context, the use of the word distance does not always correspond with
the precise mathematical de nition. The term minimum edit distance was introduced by Wagner and Fischer,(4)
who, simultaneously with Okuda et al.,(5) proposed a dynamic-programming recurrence relation for computing
the minimum-cost edit sequence.
Minimum edit distance techniques have been used to correct virtually all types of non-word mis-spellings,
including typographic errors (eg, mis-typing letters due to keyboard adjacency), spelling errors (eg, doubling of
consonants), and OCR errors (eg, confusion of individual characters due to similarity in feature space). OCRgenerated errors, however, do not follow the pattern of human errors.(1) Speci cally, a considerable number of the
former are not one-to-one errors(6) but rather of the form xi : : : xi+m?1 ! yj : : : yj+n?1 (where m; n  0). This is
particularly true in the script recognition domain, where the need for letter segmentation (partitioning the word
into letters) and the presence of ligatures give rise to splitting, merging and pair-substitution errors. Figure 1
illustrates these type of errors: the letter sequence `cl' has been merged into letter `d', `a' has been split into the
sequence `ci' and the letter sequence `ly' has been mis-recognized as `bj'.
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Figure 1: The role of a string matching algorithm in a handwritten text recognition application:
The intended word is `clearly' but the interpretation string produced by the classi er is `decirbj' after a Merge,
a Fracture (or Split) and a Pair-Substitute error.
Di erent extensions of the basic Damerau-Levenshtein metric are reported in the literature. Lowrance and
Wagner(7) extend the metric to allow reversals of characters. Kashyap and Oommen(8) present a variant for
computing the distance between a misspelled (noisy) string and every entry in the lexicon \simultaneously"
under certain restrictions. Veronis(9) suggests a modi cation to compensate for phonographic errors (i.e., errors
preserving pronunciation). In this research we are concerned with the correction of errors due to improper text
segmentation on which relatively little work has been done. We are only aware of Bozinovic's attempt to model
merge and split errors using a probabilistic nite state machine(10) (instead of through minimum edit distance
methods). He, however, points out that the model \only approximates merging errors since it does not re ect
what symbol the deleted one merged with".
Another explored direction of generalization to the Damerau-Levenshtein metric comes from assigning di erent weights to each operation as a function of the character or characters involved. Thus, for example, WS (`v'/`u')
(the cost associated with the edit operation `u' ! `v') could be smaller than WS (`v'/`q'). Tables of confusion
probabilities modeling phonetic similarities, letter similarities, and mis-keying have been published. For a particular OCR device this probability distribution can be estimated by feeding the device a sample of text and
tabulating the resulting error statistics. However, the need remains for a framework permitting the analysis of
how the various types of errors should be treated. That is, how does the cost of each operation relate to those
of the others? Should WS (u=v) be less or greater than WM (z=xy) (the cost associated with the edit operation
xy ! z ) for any characters u; v; x; y and z ?
This paper shows how the Damerau-Levenshtein metric can be tailored to more accurately compensate for the
types of errors characteristic of the script recognition domain. We rst discuss the role of downward strokes as a
signi cant perceptual element for the recognition process. We then develop a domain-independent framework for
modeling the various types of errors, including segmentation ones, where operations are re ned into categories

according to the e ect they have on the visual form of words. We identify a set of recognizer-independent
constraints that re ect the severity of the information lost due to each operation. These constraints are solved
simultaneously to assign speci c costs to the operations. Finally, the technique is tested on simulated mis-spellings
in words (corrupted strings) of length 2 to 15 characters.

2 STROKE-BASED REPRESENTATION OF WORDS
Previous work by Seni and Srihari(11, 12) has demonstrated that the visual con guration of a word written in
cursive script can be captured by a stroke description string. The vocabulary of the description string corresponds
to the di erent types of downward strokes made by a writer in writing the word. Downward strokes constitute a
simple but robust cue that contributes signi cantly to letter identi cation; furthermore, they allow for a compact
description of the overall shape of a word without having to consider its internal details. This idea has been
used by the authors to good e ect in a lexicon- ltering module for an on-line script recognition application that
operates on lexicon sizes of over 20,000 words. It has also provided formal grounding for the notion of visually
similar neighborhood (VSN); in Figure 2 an image of the word `play' is shown with its extracted downward strokes
and a description of its shape as captured by the string that results of concatenating them. The visually similar
words `plug' and `ploy' are also described by this string.
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Figure 2: Stroke-based representation of a word: (a) a word image, and (b) the extracted downward strokes.

The string of concatenated stroke primitives (`DMAMMMD') provides a coarse representation of the word-shape.

The original stroke description scheme identi es 9 di erent types of strokes, some of which capture spatiotemporal information such as retrograde motion of the pen. To avoid limiting the scope of this work to those
instances where temporal information is available, we simplify the stroke description scheme such that it describes
any character solely by the length of its strokes. The simpli ed vocabulary then consists of three di erent strokes,
namely Ascender (A), Median (M), and Descender (D). There is ample evidence for the perceptual relevance of
ascending and descending extensions.(13) The stroke descriptions for the letters `p', `l', `a' and `y' would then
be \DM", \A", \MM" and \MD" respectively. The stroke description for the word `play' would simply be the
concatenation \DMAMMMD". The dots represent character segmentation points. The importance of the
concatenation operation should be highlighted; although character-pairs like `p'-`q' and `d'-`b' share the same
strokes | namely \D",\M" and \A",\M" respectively | they should not be judged similar because these strokes
are combined in di erent ways. Any diculties in discriminating among these letters could be attributed to
recognition at too low a level.(13)
We will refer to the stroke description of a word as its shape. It is noteworthy that ascenders and descenders
together de ne the shape of a word by their relative rarity and perceptual salience. We will therefore refer to
them collectively as prominent strokes.
 These

correspond to pieces of the drawing between pairs of consecutive y-maxima and y-minima in the pen trace.

3 EXTENSION OF THE DAMERAU-LEVENSHTEIN METRIC
Let A be a nite set of symbols (the alphabet), and A be the set of strings over A. We will denote the null
or empty string by . Let X = x1 x2    xn and Y = y1 y2    ym be any two strings in A (we can assume Y to be
a noisy version of X ). Let ; 2 A , 1  p  n, 1  q  m. Consider all possible ways of transforming Y into
X . Now suppose that the ith edit-sequence consisted of:
1. #Si Substitute operations of the form yq ! xp (where X = xp and Y = yq );
2. #Di Delete operations of the form yq ! 
(where X = and Y = yq );
3. #Ii Insert operations of the form  ! xp
(where X = xp and Y = );
The Damerau-Levenshtein metric (DLM) computes a similarity value between X and Y as follows:
DLM (X=Y ) = DLM (Y ! X ) = min
(#Si  WS + #Di  WD + #Ii  WI )
i

(1)

where #Si , #Di , and #Ii are the number of Substitute, Delete, and Insert operations in the ith editsequence, and WS , WD , and WI are the non-negative costs associated with each of these operations. We use
the notation DLM (X=Y ) instead of DLM (X; Y ) to emphasize that the problem is not symmetrical in general.
Computing the DLM measure can be formulated as an optimization problem and a Dynamic Programming
technique can be applied. The computation is carried
the following recurrence relation:(4, 5)
8 d out using+ W
< i?1;j?1 S (xi =yj )
(2)
di;j = min : di;j?1 + WD (yj )
di?1;j + WI (xi )
P
P
with the basis equations d0;0 = 0, di;0 = ik=1 WD (yk ), and d0;j = jk=1 WI (xk ). DLM (X=Y ) is then computed
as DLM (X=Y ) = dm;n . The algorithm requires time proportional to the product of the lengths of the two strings
(i.e., O(nm)) which is not prohibitive. Shortcuts, however, must be devised if comparing the corrupted string
with every word in a large lexicon (a problem out of the scope of this paper but documented in the literature).(8)
Although the above three edit operations (henceforth termed Substitute, Delete, and Insert) have a strong
data-transmission \ avor", since they were originally motivated by applications such as automatic detection and
correction of errors in computer networks, they also suit the type of errors introduced by OCR's and other
automatic reading devices. Insertions are needed to compensate for characters in the input which did not exceed
a minimal recognition threshold; deletions are needed to get rid of false-positive responses | ligatures are a
large source of false-positives in the script recognition domain | and substitutions are needed to compensate
for likely character confusions. The types of errors that these operations correct can be considered recognition
errors. A di erent type of error occurs when adjacent characters are merged or split due to improper character
segmentation. To capture the fact that the merging of two characters into a third is not quite the same phenomenon
as a substitution plus a deletiony , we explicitly introduce the Merge and Split operations. In sans serif text,
for instance, the sequence rn can easily be merged into an m. This cannot be modeled meaningfully by a (contextfree) substitution of r for m and a parallel deletion of n (cf. Figure 3). The recurrence relation in Equation (2)
can be easily extended to cope with merging and splitting errors by adding the minimization terms:
di?2;j?1 + Wmerge (xi?1 xi =yj )
di?1;j?2 + Wsplit (xi =yj?1 yj )
We introduce here another edit operation that we term Pair-Substitute, to model a di erent type of phenomenon. Merge and Split model segmentation errors on the part of the recognizer | speci cally, errors of
omission and insertion of segmentation points. A third kind of segmentation error occurs when there is a movement of the segmentation point (cf. Figure 1). Pair-Substitute models this by substituting a pair of characters
by another pair. The following term is thus also added to Equation (2):
di?2;j?2 + Wpair-substitute(xi?1 xi =yj?1 yj )
y In fact, a substitution can itself be modeled as a deletion plus an insertion, and has been treated as such in many early applications.

Just as a Merge cannot be replaced by a substitution-plus-deletion, so a Pair-Substitute operation cannot
be replaced by two parallel, but non-conjoined substitutions. All three operations can be thought of as capturing
(a limited amount of) context-sensitivity, and so cannot be reduced to any set of \simpler" operations.
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Figure 3: Examples of common merging errors: Errors occuring in (a) cursive handwriting, and (b) machineprinted text. These errors cannot be modeled meaningfully by a (context-free) substitution and a parallel deletion.
Wagner and Fischer(4) used the notion of trace to prove the correctness of Equation (1). Their proof hinges on
the fact that no two lines in the trace cross. Their notion of trace is easily (and naturally) extended to incorporate
the three new operations without introducing crossings. Hence, the optimality of the extended recurrence holds.
With the addition of the three new operations, we are faced with a compelling need to develop a rationale for
any decisions we make about the relative costs associated with the operations. It turns out that stroke descriptions
provide valuable information in comparing a test string (the string generated by the recognizer) and a reference
string (usually an entry in the lexicon). In the rest of the paper, we will use the letters S, D, I, and M to refer to
Substitute, Delete, Insert, and Merge respectively. We will use F to denote a Split (mnemonic: a Split
is a Fracture) and P to denote a Pair-Substitute.

4 A TYPOLOGY OF RECOGNIZER ERRORS
Since we are interested in nding a minimum-cost edit sequence for transforming the test string into the
reference string, we de ne the relative cost of an edit operation in terms of its e ect on the visual apperance
of the test string. More precisely, we can outline three primary criteria on the basis of which we re ne the six
categories of operations into Likely, Unlikely and Impossible operations. We also achieve a basic ordering of the
re ned set of operations based on these three criteria. We will then apply these primary criteria, and other
secondary criteria, to further restrict the legal cost-ranges for the various operations.
Based on the stroke description scheme, we de ne (in order of decreasing signi cance) three measures that
help us judge the quantity and quality of the \damage" that a particular edit operation in icts on the shape of
the test-string.
(M1) the number and positions of prominent strokes
(M2) the number and positions of all strokes together
(M3) the number and positions of characters
The primary criteria are de ned as the changes caused by the edit operation to M1, M2 and M3. Thus, a
Substitute would a priori be considered less damaging than a Delete | an S would maintain all three
variables at approximately the same value, whereas a D would damage M2 and M3 at the very least. Similarly

a Fracture would be rated as being less expensive than an Insert, since an F increases M3 alone, while an I
increases both M2 and M3.

4.1 Re ning the operations
We re ne the six basic operations using the measures M1, M2 and M3. We will use the pre xes `VL', `L' and
`U' to denote `Very Likely', `Likely', and `Unlikely' operations, respectively. Table 1 summarizes the de nitions.
Basic
operation
Substitute
Pair-Subst
Merge
Delete
Fracture

(Split)
Insert

Re nement
VLS
LS
US
PS
LM
UM
VLD
LD
UD
LF
UF
LI
UI

De nition (based on change Measures Example
in word shape)
a ected
No change in shape
None
`n' ! `u'
Prominent strokes static
M2
`b' ! `l'
Prominent stroke(s) demoted M1, M2 `h' ! `n'
No change in shape
None
`hi' ! `lu'
No change in shape
M3
`ij' ! `y'
Prominent strokes static
M2, M3 `uj' ! `y'
Single Median deletion
M2, M3 `r' ! `'
Prominent strokes static
M2, M3 `a' ! `'
Everything else
All three `y' ! `'
No change in shape
M3
`u' ! `ii'
Prominent strokes static
M2, M3 `d' ! `ch'
Single Median insertion
M2, M3 `' ! `i'
Everything else
All three `' ! `q'

Table 1: Re ning the basic operations: The pre xes `VL', `L' and `U' qualify each operation as being `Very
Likely', `Likely', and `Unlikely', respectively. The cases not covered here are deemed Impossible.
The cases that are not covered by the de nitions in the table are de ned to be Impossible operations. For
instance, a Merge of the form `pd' ! `q' simply cannot happen under any normal circumstances. The distinction
between Unlikely and Impossible operations is that Unlikely operations could happen in very noisy situations or
when there are serious generation problems, while Impossible operations cannot be conceived of even under such
circumstances. The Impossible operations do not gure in any of our analysis, because their cost is set to 1 in
order to prevent them from being included in any minimum-cost edit sequence. We will therefore refer to the set
fVLS, LS, US, PS, LM, UM, VLD, LD, UD, LF, UF, LI, UIg as the set of re ned operations.
It is worth noting that secondary criteria such as (non-)closure of loops may motivate occasional deviations
from the de nitions set forth in Table 1. For instance, one could decide not to categorize `y' ! `q' as a VLS
despite the similarity in the stroke descriptions for the two characters. The secondary criteria thus provide a
basis for ne-tuning of decisions concerning the re ned operations.

The role of statistics: As discussed in the Introduction, the weights used in a certain application can be
customized by estimating the recognizer's error probabilities based on error statistics (derived by observing the
behavior of the recognizer on sample text). Quantizing the error histograms from such statistics would result in
a set of re ned operations similar to those presented in Table 1. However, this method has several diculties:
1. It is prone to error when there is insucient training data. Statistical methods are notorious for their sparse
data problems.
2. The method requires considerable truthing e ort for a large training set. Further, the truthing can become
skewed due to systematic judgement errors on the part of the truther.

3. Thresholds for quanta have no intrinsic \meaning", and so no theoretical signi cance.
The stroke description scheme, along with the measures M1, M2 and M3, provides a solid foundation for the
re nement of the basic operations. Error statistics, when reliable, can and should be incorporated into individual
decisions about membership in the various categories of operations.
Thus, Table 1 provides a theoretically motivated re nement of the set of basic operations. However, assigning
relative costs to this set of ner divisions among the operations is not a straightforward process. Nor is it easy to
justify any intuitions about the ordering of the basic operations. Here, too, our three measures M1, M2, and M3
come to the rescue. In the rest of this section, we will look at the implications of our three criteria in assigning
positions and values to the operations.

4.2 The basic ordering
In measuring the distance of the test string from the reference string, the system is in fact attempting to
recover from (potential) recognizer errors. The nature of cursive handwritten text is such that the recognizer is
more liable to treat non-strokes (such as ligatures and connection strokes) as valid strokes, than to overlook valid
strokes. Therefore, in this domain, a Delete operation should be penalized less than an Insert should. (The
opposite may be true in the domain of machine-printed text.)
Given this, and on the basis of the three measures and their importance relative to each other, we can draw
certain general conclusions about the various operations. These provide us with a basic ordering of the set of
re ned operations. The de nitions in Table 1 can be consulted in order to follow the analysis here.
First, we note that every Unlikely operation must be penalized more than any Likely operation should. A
glance at the table will reveal that Unlikely operations tend to upset a superset of the measures a ected by
Likely operations. Indeed, most of the Unlikely operations directly a ect the value of M1. We denote this
\meta-ordering" by the formula:
LX < UY
(3)
where the X and Y stand as place-holders for any of the six basic operations. Table 1 also con rms that the six
operations can be grouped based on their e ect on the three measures:



& Pair-Substitute preserve M3, while none of the others do; further, VLS preserves the
recognizer's segmentation decisions while PS over-rules them.
 Merge & Delete decrease M3; Delete decreases M2 also. (Merge only re-groups strokes, and so does
not a ect M2.)
 Split & Insert increase M3; Insert increases M2 also. (Split, like Merge, also re-groups strokes while
preserving M2.)
Substitute

Consequently, and because of the (domain-speci c) assumption concerning Delete's vs.
clude that:
Substitute

's, we can con-

Insert

< Pair-Substitute < Merge < Delete < Split < Insert

(4)

Based on Inequalities (3) and (4) we can now re ne the ordering as follows:
VLS < PS < LS < LM < VLD < LD < LF < LI
< US < UM < UD < UF < UI
We will refer to this as the basic ordering of the set of re ned operations. As noted above, PS gets placed after
VLS because the former does not preserve segmentation information. PS gets positioned before LS because,
unlike LS, it preserves M2.

4.3 Additional constraints
We now apply secondary constraints to further restrict the ranges of costs that the various operations can be
assigned. These secondary constraints are speci ed in an attempt to model phenomena that are not captured by
the basic ordering above. The rst pair of such constraints are:
LM < VLS + VLD
LF < VLS + LI

(5)
(6)

These constraints capture the fact that a Merge (such as `cl' ! `d') is not just a Delete plus a Substitute,
and therefore should not be penalized to the same extent. Although these are trivially satis ed by the basic
ordering, they help to illustrate the types of relationships that the additional constraints try to capture. Next,
we specify:
LD < 2  VLD

(7)

This is motivated by the fact that an LD \corresponds" to two VLD's (in that a VLD deletes a single median
stroke, while an LD deletes two), but damages M3 (the character count) less than a pair of VLD's. We then add
two complementary constraints as follows:
LM + LI < US + VLS
LF + VLD < US + VLS

(8)
(9)

These model the idea that an edit sequence where a Likely Merge was coupled with a Likely Insert would be
preferred to a sequence where an Unlikely Substitute was forced. Thus, for example, in comparing the test
string `suli' with the reference string `such', we would prefer the edit sequence [`' ! `c'; `li' ! `h'] over the
sequence [`l' ! `c'; `i' ! `h'].

4.4 Solving for the cost ranges
In order to nd values for the costs that must be associated with the various edit operations, we solve the set
of inequalities formed by adding the additional constraints to the basic ordering. We used the simplex method of
linear programming to solve the set of inequalities. The objective function that we maximized was:
(US ? LI) + ? (UI ? US) + ? (LI ? VLS)
Each of the three terms in the objective function captures a speci c aspect of the structure of the set of re ned
operations. Maximizing the rst term (US ? LI) corresponds to stating that the Unlikely operations should be
placed as far from the Likely operations as possible. Maximizing ? (UI ? US) is the same as minimizing (UI ? US)
and so states that the Unlikely operations should be grouped together. Similarly, the third term ? (LI ? VLS)
implies that the Likely operations should also be clustered.
This objective function increases monotonically with the Unlikely operations, and so we need to specify an
upper bound for the costs of the various operations. Therefore, we bound the operations from above by adding
the constraint UI  1:5. We further specify that US = 1:0 based on the reasoning that this corresponds to the
\traditional" notion of Substitute. Additionally, we set the step-size for the costs to be 0.05 and specify a
minimum cost of 0.2 for any operation. These numbers constitute reasonable estimates, and are certainly open
to re nement based on feedback through performance gures. With these constraints, we obtained the cost
assignment in Table 2.
Notice that the ratio between the highest and the lowest costs for the Likely operations (0.55 & 0.2) is
approximately 3. Without the preceding analysis, we would have no basis for specifying any bounds on this ratio.

VLS PS LS LM VLD LD LF LI US UM UD UF UI
0.2 0.25 0.3 0.35 0.4 0.45 0.5 0.55 1.0 1.05 1.1 1.15 1.2
Table 2: Cost assignment for the re ned set of operations: Two clusters are clearly noticeable here: they
correspond to the Likely and Unlikely operations.

5 TESTING THE STRING MEASURE
Having determined costs for the set of re ned operations, the next step is to decide which character or
characters will be involved in each type of operation. These decisions are initially made by simply looking at the
stroke description of each character. As pointed out in x4.1, such an assignment can then be re ned based on
secondary criteria and tabulated error statistics. Tables 3, 4, and 5 show our current letter assignment intended
for a script recognition application. It is not claimed that this assignment represents an optimal or even a complete
set. It has been chosen to illustrate the proposed methodology and to allow for a comparison with the traditional
Damerau-Levenshtein metric (ie, WS = WD = WI = 1 in Equation (1) on page 4).
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Table 3: The Substitute table: Each entry in the table speci es the category (and cost) of that particular
Substitute. eg : `l' 2 Substitute(`h', LS) means that WS (`h'/`l') = LS.
Split
Merge

# a b d h k u u w w y
" ci li cl li lc ee ii ev iv ij

Table 4: The Split/Merge table: The entries in the table are bi-directional. (This is not necessarily the
case in every domain.) Going from the top row to the bottom row corresponds to a Split, while the reverse
corresponds to a Merge.

5.1 Test strings
We have used an automatic string corruption scheme, to test the extended DLM against the traditional
DLM. The primary motivation for the use of such a scheme is its speed. A secondary bene t of using this
corruption scheme is that, unlike an algorithm that generates corruptions randomly, it allows us to ensure that
the \recognition" results are comparable to those of a real (ie, lexicon-independent) recognizer.

fhe, hig
fme, mig
fue, uig
fmn, mug
fhn, hug
hv
mv
wv
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fem, img , un
fey, iyg , uj
few, iwg , uv
fbj, hjg , ly
mj
wj

, ny
, uy

Table 5: Valid Pair-Substitute possibilities: Very few Pair-Substitute's are plausible, and even these can
be grouped on the basis of their participating letters. Letter-pairs such as `e'-`i' and `n'-`u' form the \basis" for
these groups. Like Split/Merge's, Pair-Substitute's tend to be bi-directional also.
The corruption scheme works through a Handwritten Word Recognizer (HWR) simulator. As part of the
research at CEDAR in the use of language models for contextual post-processing of recognizer output, a two-stage
HWR simulator,(14) has been previously developed. In the rst stage, the simulator uses probability-estimates of
segmentation and recognition errors (derived from an actual recognizer) to carry out the corruption process. In
its second stage, the simulator then uses a lexicon to come up with the words that are closest to the corrupted
string.
For the results reported here, we have generated the test data using the rst stage of the simulator to come
up with plausible corruptions of actual lexicon entries. The input to the simulator was a piece of running English
text, and so re ects word-frequency phenomena present in natural language. The output was a set of 2,335
corrupted strings, ranging in length from 2 to 15 characters. The output strings contained from 1 to 12 errors
per string, with an average of 4.

5.2 Results
In the context of word recognition applications, three di erent measures can be used to determine the e ectiveness of a string similarity function: accuracy, which is the expected value of the position at which the correct
word appears in the ranked lexicon; granularity, which measures the average number of words of the ranked lexicon which have an equal-score to the correct word; and speed, which is the average time taken to carry out the
matching process. In practice, however, the recognition module would have to output a list of M words (where
M = position + equal-score) to make sure that the correct word is present; we term this list the \match" set.
Figure 4 illustrates some statistics about the size M of the match set for the 2,335 corrupted strings and a
lexicon of 21,299 words: the size of the match set at the pth percentile indicates the maximum number of words
that would need to be examined to achieve a p% \hit-ratio" on the truth. The size of the match set is thus
expected to grow with the required p% hit-ratio. The superior performance (as measured by the size of the match
set) of the the extended DLM over the traditional metric is clearly noticeable.
For purposes of comparison, we have also included the performance of Proximity on the same data-set.
Proximity is a function, which has previously been used at CEDAR, based on a \cumulative" implementation of
Longest Common Subsequence (LCS):(15)
2  P (X; Y )
Proximity(X; Y ) = P (X;
X ) + P (Y; Y )
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Figure 4: Performance evaluation of the Extended DLM: The graph depicts the sizes of the match sets at
various pth percentile levels. The size of the match set returned by Extended DLM is always smaller than with
Traditional DLM and Proximity.

with

P (X; Y ) =

X
i

LCS (X1:i ; Y1:i ) +

X
i

LCS (X1:Ri ; Y1:Ri )

where X1:i denotes the string obtained from X by keeping its rst i-elements, and X R is the reversal (left-right
ip) of X . Extended DLM compares favorably with Proximity also.
Details of the computed statistics about the size of the match set are given in Table 6. The table also shows
that the extended DLM achieves an approximate three-fold improvement in performance over the traditional
metric.
Metric/Statistic
Proximity
Traditional DLM
Extended DLM

P5 P10 Q1 H Q3 P90 P95 P97 P98 Range Mean
1
1 3 25 301 2432 6118 9491 11614 1{21299 994.31
1
1 6 53 487 2557 4312 6874 8303 1{20141 825.21
1
1 2 15 125 667 1581 2704 3953 1{14503 309.28

Z
1
1
1

Table 6: Performance evaluation of the Extended DLM: The table summarizes statistics for the match
sets for 2,335 corrupted strings and a lexicon of 21,299 words. (H = Median, P = Percentile, Q = Quartile, Z =
Mode)

5.3 Discussion
The signi cant performance improvement seen in Table 6 is a strong indication of the validity of the proposed
scheme. We should emphasize that we made no attempt to unveil the corruption process carried out by the HWR
simulator. The decisions as to what letters to include in each operation type were made only on the basis of the
notion of visual similarity of letters.
Previous literature on the subject has o ered no suggestions regarding the ordering or the relative costs of
a re ned set of operations. Indeed, even deciding the number of degrees of likelihood that are relevant to a
particular domain has been left to the user's whim. Our analysis for the script domain is still open to debate and
re nement, but it provides a basis for decisions such as VLS < VLD.
We believe that the central ideas discussed here are applicable in several related domains. In e ect, the idea
of stroke descriptions and visual similarity comprise a model of noise faced by a handwritten text recognition
post-processor. In a di erent domain, a di erent model of noise and a corresponding set of constraints can be
applied to yield similar improvements in string distance measurement. Our research here demonstrates that a
theoretically grounded approach to re ning edit operations, and to cost assignment, is possible and is bene cial.

6 SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK
The Damerau-Levenshtein metric is quite possibly one of the most widely used measures for the string-tostring similarity problem. Although originally designed to correct simple data transmission errors, the metric can
be easily extended and customized to accurately compensate for the type of errors present in a given application
domain. In the context of handwritten text recognition, error characterization is achieved using the notion of
visual form of words as captured by a stroke description string. It provided the foundation to develop a hierarchy
of errors, where errors altering word shape are assigned high cost, whereas errors preserving word shape are
assigned a lower cost.
Further characterization of the error process is achieved by introducing three new operations | namely,
,
, and Pair-Substitute. Relationships between the di erent types of errors are speci ed as a set
of linear constraints which is solved to derive costs for the distinct error classes. The notion of visual form of
letters is parallel to that of the visual form of words; it permits subsequent assignment of letters to the di erent
error classes based on visual similarity. Such assignment can be additionally tailored to a speci c application
using statistical ndings when reliable.

Merge Split

Finally, a word is in order about the strength of the extended DLM as a post-processor in a handwritten text
recognition application for large vocabularies (eg, > 20; 000 words). Clearly, a match-set size of more than a few
words would frustrate any user, since no practical procedure can recover the truth from such a set. There is, thus,
the need for lexicon lters that reduce the size prior to the matching process. The main limiting factor of any
string-distance measurement based on edit sequences, including DLM's, is the \local" nature of its computation.
Such metrics have a restricted view of the two strings being compared. It may therefore be fruitful to use a global
metric (such as techniques based on Longest Common Subsequence) in conjunction with the extended DLM.
Despite all these attempts to improve error-correction performance, the task remains challenging. Not all
errors can be corrected using intra-word information. Errors that result in other valid words, and errors that
have several potential corrections, can only be corrected automatically when the global context of the word in the
running text is taken into account. Research is in progress at our group to develop a formal model of linguistic
context that would help in the disambiguation of the recognizer's output.
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